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ABSTRACT

Data analytics and modeling are powerful analytical tools for knowledge discovery through examining 
and capturing the complex and hidden relationships and patterns among the quantitative variables in 
the existing massive structured Big Data in efforts to predict future enterprise performance. The main 
purpose of this chapter is to present a conceptual and practical overview of some of the basic and ad-
vanced analytical tools for analyzing structured Big Data. The chapter covers descriptive and predic-
tive analytical methods. Descriptive analytical tools such as mean, median, mode, variance, standard 
deviation, and data visualization methods (e.g., histograms, line charts) are covered. Predictive analyti-
cal tools for analyzing Big Data such as correlation, simple- and multiple- linear regression are also 
covered in the chapter.

INTRODUCTION

Data analytics tools are used in variety of disciplines and fields of study such as business, engineer-
ing, information technology, environmental studies, information systems, health informatics, and other 
disciplines and fields of study. The demand for effective and sophisticated knowledge discovery using 
data analytical tools (descriptive, predictive, and perspective analytics) have been grown exponentially 
over the years as a result of the rise of using the web and mobile communication devices (e.g., mobile 
phones, iPads, GPS) to collect massive amount of data as well as technological advances in computer 
processing power including data storage, data warehouses, and integrated systems capabilities. Such 
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data is most often referred to as “Big Data” and characterized with the following four main features: 
Volume; Variety; Velocity; and Value.

Discovering knowledge using data analytics tools help business executives and leaders of for-profit 
and nonprofit organizations make informed data-based decisions to solve complex organizational and 
enterprise problems. For example, the survival of businesses and organizations in a knowledge-and-
data driven economy is derived from the ability to transform large quantities of data and information to 
knowledge (Kalaian & Kasim, 2015). However, a decade ago, most such data was either not collected 
or entirely overlooked as a key resource for enterprise success because lack of knowledge and under-
standing of the value of such information and knowledge (Hair, 2007) and lack of computer storage, 
processing, and computing capabilities to handle such massive amount of data. However, the ability to 
design, develop, analyze, and implement a Big Data analytical application is directly dependent on the 
technical knowledge about of the architecture of the storage, processing, networking, and computing 
platforms from both of a hardware and software perspectives (Loshin, 2013).

However, most enterprises and businesses need to transform the massive amount of the collected 
data into intelligent information (knowledge) and insights about the characteristics and the underlying 
structure of the data such as trends, patterns, and relationships. Consequently, the intelligent information 
can be used to create a holistic and comprehensive view of an enterprise to make smart and informed 
data-based competitive enterprise decisions and strategic planning, strategic enterprise performance 
improvements, data-based and analytics-based competitive actions in delivering performance gains, and 
predictions of future organizational performance to gain competitive and global advantage.

However, conducting Big Data analytics depends on many factors and one of these key factors is 
the data scientist’s ability to analyze the massive collected data using the most appropriate Big Data 
analytical tools to make valid future enterprise performance decisions and predictions. The collected 
Big Data could be structured (e.g., numerical data such as total sales, transaction amount, transaction 
time of the day, etc.) or unstructured (e.g., texts, videos, images, photos, audio recordings, etc.). In other 
words, a data scientist or analyst must choose the proper descriptive and predictive analytical tools to 
analyze the data at hand to draw valid conclusions about the characteristics of the “Big Data” and then 
make valid future predictions of, for example, enterprise performance. The focus of this chapter is on 
descriptive and predictive analytical methods for analyzing structured data. Accordingly, the chapter will 
be organized into two major sections. In section I, descriptive analytical tools are covered. In section II, 
predictive analytical tools are covered.

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICS

Descriptive analytics are statistical methods in the data analytics including Big Data analytics toolbox 
for describing, summarizing, and visualizing massive amount of data that can be used for data discovery 
purposes. Any collected data is usually overwhelming and uninformative and it needs to be cleaned, 
organized, and summarized. In situations when we have massive amount of data, it is necessary to use 
descriptive analytics to summarize the data to gain insights about the characteristics of the data. The 
descriptive analytical methods help the data analyst to describe a data set by organizing, summarizing, 
and visualizing the information in the quantitative data using simple descriptive summary measures and 
visualization methods.
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